Mitsubishi eclipse spyder convertible top problems

I did the "reset" turn off and on.. Yours may be the same. Opps see fordnut has beat me to the
punch in your other question with the link to a similar question. Charlie answered 6 years ago.
This worked: turned ignition key to ON position not all the way to start engine, just to where
radio can be turned on. Turned back off. Ignition back to On. Raised the windows. Turned
ignition back to off. Turned key all the way to ignition and started engine. Pushed the Close
button and the top functioned as expected. Saved a trip to the shop. Diana answered 5 years
ago. I have a Spyder. Tried the in off thing, no luck. I have a switch in the trunk and made sure
everything is pushed in tight. Top still will not go up. Do I need to do something with the
switch? I don't see a button Please help. Thank you. D answered 2 years ago. Is there a third
option? I've checked the fuses and reset via battery disconnect. Yet that rear flap still will not
close and the window still doesn't roll up. Relay maybe? Lauranola answered about a year ago.
D, did you ever get the rear flap to close? Or how can I get it to go down manually before the
back hood closes on it? Also does anyone know what the ignition button is for below the sub
woofer in back seat? Is that the reset button for the top and if so how does that work? Dose
anyone know how to close the back flap where there glass peice is? Its locked in up position
like the picture above. I did! So when that happens I do have to get out of the car and manually
push it back so that section folds down. And my light for the top flashes. Can anyone help.
GuruJ69JC answered 6 months ago. I have a Mitsubishi eclipse spyder gs sport and after
opening the top with no issues, I try to close it and nothing happens but the beeping sound
while holding the button in? I don't see a full line, just a few holes and a 6 between two arrows. I
am not used to a dipstick looking like this, After putting top up, placing car in gear, as soon as it
moves then audible warning sounds and the light flashes. Can't get it to stop. Have tried several
times putting top up and down. It seems I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is
not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report
Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a
new Mitsubishi Eclipse Spyder question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure
transaction. Get Started. Search Mitsubishi Eclipse Spyder Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know
more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. Hey everyone, I am
new to this forum. I am in need of information, I have been to mitsubishi dealers and they keep
telling me they don't know. When I push my convertible button my windows go down but that is
it. I also hear the relays click. I checked the fuses and I replaced the computer underneath the
back seat. Please if anyone knows anything that can help me I would be very grateful. Thank
You. Hello I'm having the same problem and did all the things you said you did and nothing. I
was wondering if you had found anything out. I do upholstery and work om tops all the time but
this one baffles me. If I find a solution I will put it out there for everyone. Hi everyone, can you
hear the motors trying to put the top down? If you hear the motors, and the top just seems
missing force to get it done, you might want to check the shear pin on one or both motors. Hope
it helps! Yeah still having the same problem. But now since we manually opened the top the
bars snapped. I need a whole new top because they don't sell the pieces anymore. Thanks I will
definitely try it out when I get a new top. Now somewhere the top is leaking and im getting mold
in my car.. But thank u for the advise. Did you find a solution? I'm sort of having the same
problem, but I hear nothing at all, almost like its not connected. Fuses are fine. What else did
you check? I found this question when I had the same problem and although the question was
old I thought I would put the answer out there for anyone else with the problem. There is a
manual switch in the trunk in the panel on the drivers side where antenna is located. The switch
on my car had gotten switched over to manual by accident. Windows went down and I heard a
clicking sound but the top wouldn't go down. I have my owners manual and it referred to this
solution. Can someone please post a picture? Took in to Service King and they checked it and it
was the switch in the trunk it had gotten pused to manual. It works like a champ now. Hinim
having the same problem but mynback windoes went down but now they wont go back up can
some one help. Anthony answered 7 years ago. There is a button on the drivers door panel that
when pushed keeps the rear windows from rolling back up. Bron answered 7 years ago. I have
looked several times for the switch and I can't find it. Can someone post a picture? Angelina
answered 7 years ago. I have searched my Spyder GT again and still have not found any switch.
Yours may be the same. Debra answered 6 years ago. Thank you Angel so so much for the pic.
This was my problem. I guess when mu body work got done they changed it and didnt know.
Steven answered 6 years ago. I am having a problem, I have a spyder eclipse. Well when I close
top the drivers window works fine , but all other windows I have to hold all the switches up and
top on the close button for top , to get the other three windows to roll up, Please help
Raphaelmoore answered 6 years ago. Hey I have a spyder eclipse and my top want go down and

its stopping me. Charlie answered 5 years ago. Im also having the same problem with the
convertable its like if it dont have any power. My switch was in the off position, no power to the
top. Otherwise check you fuses. Good luck. Donna answered 5 years ago. Thanks for the
answer to my problem. When they repaired the rear taillight they disconnected it. Summer has
begun! Kim answered 5 years ago. I have a 99 eclipse spyder and have the exact same problem
as the OP. I hit the button, the windows go down and i hear the clicking - but absolutely nothing
from the motor. I also have that button in my trunk and made sure it was clicked to on. I
changed out my fuse labeled "top" - still nothing. I cant remember when it exactly stopped
working because i rarely put it down. I did install a new radio but i dont think the wiring around
the radio would affect the top going down since the button to hit it still makes the windows go
down. This sucks. My car is 16 yrs old maybe the motors just give out after awhile who knows.
Heyy guys sorry but I'm having the same problem but in this case it's a BMW ci the top goes
down perfectly fine as well as coming back up , the problem is it won't lock Stevencito8
answered 4 years ago. I had the same problem of the top not going down. I took the advice of
Spyder99 and now it works great. Thank you Spyder Steven C. Spyderwmn07 answered 4 years
ago. My son has a 07 or 08 Spyder and the top won't go down and it beeps every time we stop
then go. We took the fuse out and that stopped it but when the beeping started was also when
the top stopped working. I opened the rear panels at the light and no manual switch. Any help is
appreciated. SpyderWebb answered 4 years ago. I would just like to say a huge thank you. I just
had my break light replaced and could not get my top to go down, read the post found the
Manuel switch easily. Thank you. Stuart answered 4 years ago. Okay so had no manual switch
in my trunk we had very heavy rain last night and roof would not operate this am. I pressed the
rubber switch in the door for the windows and voila, mayhaps it was just the heat drying things
off but now works eclipse spyder. Dexter answered 3 years ago. Till answered 3 years ago. I
have a Mitsubishi eclipse spyder my back window come up when I press the open button the
window go down but the rest of the top doesn't come down please tell me what should I do it
anybody have an answer. John answered 3 years ago. GuruW2MMK answered 2 years ago.
Cassandra answered 2 years ago. I had mechanics telling me I had to replace motors and fill
fluids and change relays and fuses.. I am SO glad I read this first. Sarah answered 2 years ago. I
have a Astra convertible the top won't go down is there a sensor on the boot to tell the hood
that it's closed. CShanks answered 2 years ago. Have any of you put a test light on any of your
connections to make sure you're getting power to the motors or that the relay is being signaled
by the switches to go up and down? I'm currently working on a spyder, which is a hydraulic
system that also has a manual setting, where all pressure is relieved from te lines to the top can
be manually opened and closed by the tool inside the car. As of right now, no signal is being
received to the relay from the switch. Next step is testing the top switch, not the switch in the
center console. It's a brown and yellow wire, a brown and black wire and a red write. The brown
and yellow and the brown and black wires are what need to be tested. If you're getting power to
the relay testing the two wires on the 3 pin side if the relay then it's not the switch and is just
the relay. Note: its a 5 pin relay but only 4 pins are actually used. The 5th is blank. Frogs
answered about a year ago. My convertible streams water because of an idiot named Josh
Soules tore a piece off. I have looked everywhere for the rubber piece. Even called Mitsubishi
manufacturer. I have a Mitsubishi. Eclipse Spyder convertible. They no longer make this part.
Any help??? Kevin answered about a year ago. I just had the same problem. We changed out
the brake light bulb and must have bumped the conterbile top switch in the trunk! Pull back the
covering around the drivers side brake light and you will see a rocker switch. It says "Manual".
Make sure it is rocked to the opposite side! It should not be on manual. Once I did this the top
works perfectly! Ricky answered 11 months ago. Having the same problem guys. I have an 07
Eclipse Spyder GS. My car's design doesn't seem to come with the Cover for the brake lights.
Just a bunch of wires going through metal shielding. Dealer ship wants me to replace all sorts
of stuff, but I'm looking at other options just to be safe. I'll try to upload pictures if any one is
still looking at this. Guru6JY1M answered 10 months ago. For a better part of half an hour I was
jamming the open button thinking maybe it was stuck but my friend and me messed around
with it and finally, by barely pressing it, it worked. Happened with the close button too for about
five minutes. I think maybe the button just needs to be at a certain angle when you press it. Also
there needs to be at least a 6. Mike answered 9 months ago. Take your subwoofer panel off. You
can just grab the sides and give it a firm tug. It will come off. On the inside of that panel is a
tool. L-Bar Allen wrench. Take that tool and look for a half Moon cut out at the top of seat. Move
the L- Bar to the right and you can open the wing of the top by hand. Have someone hold that
wing and then turn the L-Bar back to the left. The wing should stay up by itself if you did the
above steps correctly. At this point, start your engine and make sure your windows are down
and doors closed. Press the open button and see if it works. I took speaker out but it's not

necessary. Hope this helps. GuruM answered 8 months ago. When closing the roof it would
stop when the tonneau cover came down and wouldn't proceed to the rear window section
coming down. When opening the top it would complete the cycle but keep beeping as an error
fault. I put the roof in the position with the tonneau up and the window section up and braced
them the allen key from behind the speaker for the tonneau and a broom stick for the back
window. I opened the valve on the hydraulic pump and removed the big plastic panel behind the
seats 6 plastic push pins. There is a horizontal cylinder that throws the latches that hold the
cover down and activates limit switches. The driver side is connected to the passenger side
with a connecting rod held in place with a push on starloc grab washers. This washer was loose
allowing play in the linkage and preventing the switch from being actuated,I shoved the washer
tight took out my supports,closed the pump valve and everything works like a charm. I hope
this makes sense and helps some of you. Hey i have a Mitsubishi eclipse spyder gs, the
problem is you hold down the button and the windows go down, and the back lifts up. And the
back half of the top goes up. Guru9HXCL answered 8 months ago. I have Mitsubishi Eclipse
convertible. Top dose not go down. Beeping when I stop car and driving. I check every where
there is no any any reset switch. I try with that key which is behind sub. Nothing change. Why I
need to do plz let me know if any body know. GuruB answered 5 months ago. So I put w-d oil on
the arms pivot and worked them up and down to free the arms up, the next day I cranked the
car, released the latches on both sides of the top and pushed the open button, top worked. Here
is some pictures of the micro switch arms. Hope this is helpful to some of you. Guru94B
answered 5 months ago. I did the reset and the windows rolled down and I was able to get the
top down, but now all I hear is a beep three times when it wants to. I opened the top all the way
up and it closed just fine but that was it. I changed the fuses and still nothing. When I push my
convertible button my windows go down but I had to replace the battery. Now the top won't go
down. I changed the fuses. The windows work up and down. I hear no beep when I release the
latches, and I do not hear the motor to start putting Now will not go up or down. I have a
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also remove many of the advertisements, along with this notice. Sep 22, 1. Many Spyder owners
have had some or all of these problems. Fortunately most are easy and inexpensive to fix. One
very common problem with the 2g Eclipse Spyder roof system, and one that will effect all cars
at some point, is the elastic straps connecting the floating rib to the 2nd rib. The elastic gets all
stretched out. The elastic straps are connected by plastic clips that snap over the top of the
ribs. They keep tension on the floating rib so that it folds properly as the roof retracts. They are
easily removed by opening the roof partway and accessing them between the roof and the
headliner. I replaced the fabric elastic with the heaviest stuff I could find at a fabric store. Just
cut the stitching to remove the old stuff and use a double layer of the new elastic if it isn't as
heavy as the old mine wasn't. Just stitch it back on with a needle and heavy thread using the
existing holes in the plastic clips. Be sure to test the length first to make sure it will stretch far
enough to clip onto the ribs and still have tension for proper retraction. Others have gotten new
elastic from the dealer. When you are done, clip them back in place. The improper folding of the
roof during retraction causes a couple of other problems. The worst of these is bent links that
connect the floating rib to the side frame. You can access these by pealing back the headliner
from the front. It's held by a couple of screws at the corners and a strip of heavy Velcro. A sign
that these are bent is that your headliner does not seem to fit properly and rattling of the links
against the side frame. The links are pretty easy to straighten too easy actually. Some have
found that the links were broken and had to be replaced. I hear they are not cheap from the
dealer. Another problem resulting from the bent links is that there are staples attaching fabric
webbing to the top side of the ribs to support the roof. As the floating rib gets more and more
bent and out of position, the staples pull out. The bad thing about this is that they tend to stay
there half pulled out and can start poking holes in the roof fabric. Remove all the staples as
soon as you can. After replacing the elastic and straightening the links you can re-staple the
webbing. This can be done with the roof in partially retracted position. Mark the webbing in fully
up and latched position, retract the roof partway, line up the webbing over the rib, and fire in

some staples. Be sure they go in all the way. Last edited by a moderator: Jun 5, This is the
highest flowing BOV on the market. Sep 22, 2. Roof does will not raise or lower electrically.
Before tearing anything apart, verify that the switch is not set to manual. It's amazing how often
that switch can get flipped by accident. It's located in the trunk behind the left taillight cover. If
the switch is "auto" but the roof doesn't raise or retract, check the motor pins see below.
Another common problem with the Spyder is broken motor gear pins. I got brave one day and
took one motor apart and found that the motor itself was fine but a pin, which holds a bevel gear
onto the gear reduction, was broken. I replaced both of mine, one with a bit of drywall screw
very hard metal and hard to work with and one with a piece of coat hanger wire. I have not had a
problem with either side since but others have reported that the coat hanger wire sheared after
a short time. The illustration shows where to look for the gear pin. The roof will open and close
on only one motor so if yours does not move at all and you can still hear the motors, chances
are both motors have sheared pins. Tools needed: Torx screwdriver m30 , Philips screwdriver,
socket wrench 8mm , hex wrench 2mm , punch 1. Remove rear seat bottom and back. Remove
rear speaker grill covers then remove the screws to plastic sidepieces. Remove sidepieces. You
can't take them all the way out unless your remove the seatbelts. Just get them out of the way.
Disconnect power to top motors and remove two 8mm bolts and two torx screws holding each
motor in place. There is a plastic spacer over one bolt on each side. Don't loose them. You may
have to bend a metal mounting ear inside the speaker cover area to access one side of the
motor. Remove the motors. Don't mix 'em up or you may be lowerin' when you should be raisin.
They may be identical though and just wired differently. The motor assembly has three basic
sections, which I call the motor, the gear reduction, and the transverse drive. Remove the
transverse drive box held by four small hex screws. You can start the screws with the hex
wrench then back them out with a small philips screwdriver. I recommend that you do not play
with the gear reduction part it's got a whole bunch of gears in there and it will take you a while
to get them all back in properly. It's pretty neat though how a very small motor with several
hundred rpm's can be reduced to about 1 rpm with some amazing torque. Drive out broken pins
with proper size punch. Replace with suitable size pin. Look for steel wire about 2. I've had good
luck with heavy coathanger wire I roughed up the pins with pliers to keep them in. Someone
else said they left theirs long and bent the ends. The right size pin form the dealer should stay
without modification. Edit: After a couple years I had a coathanger wire failure. I found that my
small philips screwdriver had a shaft 2. I don't have that screwdriver anymore. This is hardened
steel and is easy to bend in a vise and snap off a piece. Put everything back together. The
trickiest part is getting that darned spacer back in place on the motor mounting bolt. It will help
to twist a piece of wire around it so you can stick it up in there in the right position while you
spear it with the bolt. Nothing I tried really worked long term. I colored my tan top brown and
eventually black with Renovo convertible top dye. While it looked better than my stained and
worn tan top, nothing I tried made it look new again. Once the nap is worn away or gunked up
with pigment, it just doesn't look ri
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ght again. It took a whole weekend, working by myself, to install. I did a fairly decent job but I
would encourage anyone to consider paying the extra money to have a professional do it. I can't
say it was particularly difficult and it does not require much in the way of materials or special
tools but it almost a sure bet that there are parts of the process that you will have to do over
and over again to get it right. And if you screw up, you may have to live with it. If you pay some
one else, you get to be picky. If you have made up your mind to do it yourself, send me a memo
and I can give you some tips and maybe eventually right up some instructions. Ron Tew. Illegal
likes this. Sep 21, 3. View of "floating rib" and link with elastic replaced with latex tubing. JPG
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